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01 Log Line

“I have cut ties with Murim,
but I will not live a life that
tolerates injustice.”

A warrior trains to kill a man,
and a doctor trains to save a man..

The Korea Medical Association, which will rule
the peacekeeping force with art, is back!
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02 Synopsis

The prodigy who left home is back
Yong Cheonsan, who was young, fled thinking that Moorim was the only
way out, and one morning when the water was foggy, he felt that the
scent of blood could not be erased from his body, so he fled home again.

I'll get the house up
An old house and fewer patients than expected.
Yong Cheonsan wants to protect his family and become a doctor to make
his family the best medical practitioner in the middle of the country. But

there are so many annoying people.
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02 Synopsis

I'll check your pulse and cure you
The pretty younger sister of his childhood had grown up and

confessed to Cheon-san.
However, she is destined to die early due to the celestial form of
the oral syllable vein.
It's a disease with no history of treatment, but I'll try to cure it.

Doctor’s interference
He is considered the best doctor, but he complains because he
reveals that he needs a lot of money to cure the disease.
But all I could see was the idea of attracting Ahn Su Sang's family
instead of treating the sick Jo Yi-hyun.
What he does is not think about the patient's weak body, he only
thinks about his status and big name as the best doctor.
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02 Synopsis
Gwihon Sect crossed the line
Gwihon Sect, who persecutes civilians and sells their families, caught Yong
Cheonsan's attention. He hid his identity and wiped out the Gwihon Sect.
The organization was connected to the Black Sword Sect, and the vacancy
was filled by the newly appeared dark waves, making it even more tyrannical.
Trying to get out of Murim, he gets more and more involved in the Murim.

The War of the Iron Sword Sect and the
Magical Sword Sect
As the two groups prepare for war, Murim becomes more cluttered, and the
aftermath reaches the family of Orthodox.
The Hundred Sword Sect, who had been protecting the Orthodox Association,
retreated and prepared for war.
The Doctor Union, instructs their members include member of Anh Su Family
to take part in the war and treat the wounded...
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03 Character Introduction : Main Character Yong Cheonsan

Yongcheonsan
The eldest son of the Ahn su family.
He was famous as a prodigy of medicine from
an early age, but He ran to Murim and became
a Murim. But he returns to medical school and
he wants to become a member of the physician.
--It is strong, but hides its power.
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03 Character Introduction : Ahn Su Physicians

Head of Ahn Su
Physicians
Yongcheonsan’s father

Yongcheonsan’s
young brother

Yongcheonsan's
nephew

Senior Elder Yak
Seon-moon
Herbalist

Saving patients is more
important than money.
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03 캐릭터 소개 : 안수상회

Jo Yi-hyun

Ahn Su Trade
House’s Leader

Jo Yi-hyun's
nanny

Ahn Su Trade
a general officer

Leader’s daughter
She has extraordinary
intelligence, but his body
aches due to syllable veins
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03 캐릭터 소개 : 안수상회

Gwihon Sect No.1

Ma Gwi

Martial art master,
Yang Do il

Physician
Association
Seo Physician
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04 Character Relationship Diagram
Ahn Su Physicians
Gwihon’s Related forces

Gwihon
Sect No.1

Family

Yongcheonsan
’s father

Ma Gwi

Yongcheonsan’s
Senior Elder Yongcheonsan'
young brother Yak Seon-moon s nephew

Clash

Ahn Su Trade House

Yang Do il
Yongcheonsan

Love

confrontation
Jo Yi-hyun
Physician Association
Seo Physician

Jo Yi-hyun’s
father

Jo Yi-hyun’s
nanny

Ahn Su Trade
House’s butler
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05 Killing Points

Yongcheonsan, who hid his power, solves the case with overwhelming
force A battle that cannot be avoided even if one tries to avoid it, and
the bloody battle of Murim that is gradually growing Obstacles called
oropharyngeal veins and the love of Yongcheonsan and Jo Yi-hyun
Yongcheonsan's growing power in both medicine and martial arts
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